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SUMMARY

This report describes research work conducted in Phase 1 of the Program for Mechanical Oil
Recovery in Ice Infested Waters (MORICE).The program aims at developing better methods
and technologies for the mechanical recovery of oil in ice. The objectives of this first phase
of MORICE are to identify and address the fundamental problems related to oil recovery in
ice, to assess the potential of existing oil spill clean-up equipment for use in ice, and to
suggest technical solutions for oil-in-ice recovery. A thorough review of past research has
been conducted. More than 200 references were examined and formed the basis for technical
discussions undertaken by a Technical Committee that proposed about 20 concepts for
possible application to mechanically recover oil in broken ice. The most promising of these
ideas were identified and assessed in detail and are listed in the table below along with the
main function of each device and its overall potential as concluded by the Technical
Committee.

Summary table of suggested technical solutions to oil-in-ice recovery

Concept Function Potential

Lifting Grated Belt Ice Processing M

Submerging Grated Belt Ice Processing M

Large/lightweight Drum Oil Recovery L-M

Brush and Brush-Drum Oil Recovery H

Air Conveyor Oil Recovery M

Grated Plough Shaped Deflector Ice Processing M

Rope Mop Oil Recovery H

Auger Deflector Oil Recovery L-M

Ice Processing M

Archimedean Screw Vehicle Operating Platform H

Lifting plane with induced overflow Oil Recovery L-M

Two principally different approaches are suggested to solve the problem of recovery of oil in
ice. The first approach (ice-deflecting systems) involves an initial separation of ice floes
from oil to obtain a situation with oil in brash ice, using different deflection methods
depending on the scale of the ice present. In addition, the approach requires a method to
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recover oil in brash ice. The second approach is predicated on the development of a non-ice
deflecting system which, similar to the first approach, features a recovery device capable of
recovering oil in brash ice and oil in between floes when positioned directly in the spill.
Further, the system must include a working platform that is able to selectively position the
recovery device anywhere in the oil spill area.

It is recommended that future work to develop oil-in-ice recovery technology focus on the
recovery of oil in brash ice and the development of ice deflection methods.

For recovery of oil in brash ice it is recommended to focus on irregular surface adhesion
concepts, in particular the combination of brush and drum concepts (Concept 4) and further
improvements of the mop concept (Concept 7).

All of the studied ice processing methods were found to have a good potential for ice
deflection. It is recommended to evaluate and compare deflection by lifting, submerging and
sideways displacement through laboratory experiments.

It is also recommended to further evaluate the potential of amphibious type working
platforms for application in a non ice-deflecting recovery system, in particular the
Archimedean Screw Vehicle which the Technical Committee believes has a high potential
as an operating platform in oil-in-ice recovery operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes research work conducted in Phase 1 of the Program for Mechanical Oil
Recovery in Ice (MORICE). This program aims at developing better methods and
technologies for the recovery of oil in ice. This first phase has focused on a thorough review
of past work and the generation of ideas for technical solutions to the problem.

1.1 Background

Several countries in the northern hemisphere face the risk of an oil spill in waters where ice
is present permanently or during parts of the year. These countries include Canada, USA,
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Germany and Russia, all of which have pursued R&D activities
to improve their capability to remove oil in ice-infested waters. Their research activities
have not been coordinated internationally, but rather have been conducted on an individual
basis according to the objectives and criteria determined to be priorities in each country.

The recovery of oil in ice was studied extensively in the 1970s. This work mainly involved
evaluations of modified and unmodified off-the-shelf equipment that was available at the
time. In the early 1980s, brainstorming and laboratory studies were conducted in this area.
During this time, few concepts were developed to an operational or prototype stage.

In 1992, a state-of-the-art review was published by the Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers that summarizes the status of mechanical oil-in-ice recovery and identifies the
most promising approaches in terms of seven oil removal principles (Solsberg & McGrath,
1992). This report was used extensively throughout the MORICE technical discussions.

A kick-off meeting for MORICE was held in Edmonton, Canada on June 14, 1995. It was
agreed that an international cooperative effort would be both a cost-beneficial and effective
way in which to identify and develop new equipment and techniques.
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1.2 Objectives

The overall objective of this program is to improve equipment and techniques to effectively
recover oil that is spilled in ice-infested waters. The specific objectives of Phase 1 of the
program, which is reported here, are:

•  To identify and address the fundamental problems related to the recovery of oil spilled
in ice;

•  To identify the potential applicability and limitations of existing oil spill clean-up
equipment for use in ice;

•  To suggest technical solutions with a potential for oil-in-ice clean-up, considering both
existing and new concepts; and

•  To recommend future work to develop efficient methods to clean up oil spills in ice,
and to define the elements essential to conduct in the subsequent phases in the
program.

1.3 MORICE activities

MORICE program activities began with a kick-off meeting in Edmonton, Canada on June
14, 1995 at which participating and prospective project sponsors met to discuss the environ-
mental conditions, spill situations and research priorities relevant to improving oil-in-ice
recovery methods.

As a first step in investigating possible solutions, the decision was made to have Technical
Committee members conduct an extensive and coordinated review of the literature
pertaining to related commercial equipment, prototypes, laboratory and other technical
studies, and case histories. As a result, more than 200 references were examined in depth by
the study team. These formed the basis for a subsequent meeting and brainstorming session
held in Ottawa, Canada December 4 - 6, 1995 where spill scenarios were further revised and
20 concepts were proposed for possible application to mechanically recover oil in broken
ice.

On January 29, 1996, the Technical Committee reconvened in Trondheim, Norway to brain-
storm the more promising ideas and define future study phases. Preliminary meetings were
initially held to re-examine the concepts discussed in Ottawa so that the less feasible ones
could be discarded in favour of more practical approaches. This was followed by a brain-
storming workshop conducted on February 5 and 6, 1996 at which representatives from
Norway, Canada, Germany and Sweden assembled to comprehensively assess recovery
concepts that could be considered for further develoment. This report describes the findings
of the Technical Committee and the Trondheim Workshop.
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The concepts that were discussed are described in Chapter 4. Some of the concepts that were
considered less promising, and that were rejected at an early stage in the discussions, are
described briefly in Appendix C. This appendix also contains other ideas to possible
components that may be useful in an oil-recovery system. The most promising concepts and
the recommended research activities to improve oil-in-ice recovery capability are presented
in Chapter 6.

The results of the literature seach are presented through an extensive set of tables in
Appendix A.
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

An oil-in-ice spill can involve anything from very light ice conditions, where the presence of
ice can be treated as a simple debris problem, similar to situations frequently encountered in
open water, to heavy ice conditions where the oil is trapped between floes or is intermixed
with small ice forms and is virtually inaccessible for recovery. Before addressing the
problems of oil-in-ice recovery on a technical level, it was essential to define one or more oil
spill scenarios on which to focus the discussions, since different environmental conditions
or spill types may call for completely different approaches. Once the spill situation was
defined, the various problems involved in oil recovery under such conditions could be
addressed in a systematic manner.

2.1 Occurrence of sea ice in the northern hemisphere

Figure 2.1 depicts the extent of sea ice in the northern hemisphere (more than 1/8 coverage).
Each winter, most of the seas north of 60�N are frozen. A notable exception is the north-east
Atlantic Ocean, especially the Norwegian Sea, which is kept ice-free by the Gulf Stream.
The east coast of Canada, on the other hand, often experiences ice far

Figure 2.1 Extent of sea ice in the northern hemisphere (Barry,1980).
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below 50�N as a result of prevailing northerly winds and the cold Labrador Current from
Greenland and the Arctic Islands. In addition, ice is frequently found further south than the
map indicates, i.e., in sheltered waters along the coasts, in harbours, fjords, rivers, etc.

2.2 Oil spill scenario

Oil-in-ice spills can occur in a large variety of ice conditions. The selection of a spill
scenario for this study was first discussed in the MORICE kick-off meeting in Edmonton
where the various organizations involved in the study described the environmental condi-
tions within their geographical areas of interest. Already at this early stage, it became
apparent that a situation with relatively light ice conditions was the most relevant to the
nations involved. The discussion was resumed during the Technical Committee meetings
and the following situation was agreed upon as a focus for the technical work:

This implies that the recovery operation will have to be marine-based (on-water operations)
as opposed to working on land or from large ice floes.

In terms of oil properties, a wide range of oil viscosities must be considered. Most recovery
operations in ice will have to be designed to process very viscous oils due to the low tempe-
ratures. However, this is not always the case since low temperatures also lead to reduced
weathering. Furthermore, wave damping in an ice field may prevent or reduce emulsification
of the oil that typically results in open water.

The ice concentration in an area can vary greatly depending on the scale at which it is
measured. The selected environmental conditions include an ice field that is open enough to
manoeuvre a ship to the spill site. However, due to pile-up in front of the recovery
operation, the ice concentration can be up to 100% in the immediate vicinity of the recovery
unit, even if the overall ice concentration in the area (for example within a 1 km x 1 km
square) is much lower.

•  Broken ice 
•  Up to 70% ice concentration on a large scale; locally up to 100%
•  0 - 10 m floe diameter
•  Brash and slush ice between floes
•  Mild dynamic conditions (current,wind)
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2.3 Considerations and potential problems for oil-in-ice recovery

Discussions were undertaken to identify the main problems that an oil recovery operation in
ice infested waters can be confronted with. In the discussions on technical solutions to oil-
in-ice recovery (Chapter 4), these factors were considered when assessing the feasibility of
each suggested concept.

Limited flow of oil to the recovery device
Natural spreading by gravity forces and/or the relative velocity of the recovery device will,
in open water, usually result in continual renewal of the oil encountered. Depending on the
ice concentration and the viscosity/density of the oil, this effect is reduced or completely
eliminated when oil is spilled in ice. This imposes special requirements on the recovery
system since it will have to be able to move to the spilled oil or, alternatively, be able to
deflect the ice and recover the oil. In ice concentrations up to 20-30%, oil is assumed to
spread freely without any significant limitations due to the ice.

Limited access to the oil
Moving through the ice field to the spilled oil can be impossible, or very complicated due to
the presence of ice. This depends on a series of parameters such as the ice concentration,
floe sizes, ice thickness and the dynamics of the ice field.The ice conditions imposes special
requirements on the operation platform with respect to strength, maneauverability, crane
working range etc. Depending on the temperature, wave conditions and weather since the
spill occured, the spill can be frozen into the ice or heavily mixed with brash and slush ice.

Deflection of oil together with ice
Ideally, the recovery of oil-in-ice should entail collecting the oil while leaving the ice
behind. This usually implies that a form of ice processing or ice deflection is required.
However, deflecting the ice without also deflecting the oil is difficult since oil often is
trapped in clusters of ice and adheres to the edges of ice floes. A common problem when
operating a skimmer from a ship is that the ship opens up the ice field and oil that initially
was concentrated between floes spreads and forms a much thinner layer, that is less
recoverable.

Separation of oil from ice
Oil-in-ice recovery methods will collect varying amounts of small ice forms with the oil. In
addition to the common oil/water separation problem, oil-in-ice recovery systems must
address the problem of separating oil from ice and water onboard the recovery vessel. The
complexity of this problem will vary depending on temperature, how well the oil is
intermixed with the ice, the efficiency of the recovery equipment, oil properties etc. At low
temperatures, storage of an oil/water/ice mixture could cause serious problems if no system
to avoid further freezing is incorporated.
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Contamination of ice /cleaning of ice
During the recovery process, some recovery principles are likely to increase the apparent
oiling of ice. For example, in many cases, mop skimmers leave the ice apparently more
contaminated after recovery. In addition to being a visual pollution problem, the oil may be
more hazardous to wildlife when smeared over the top of the ice as opposed to being
concentrated between the ice floes. Incorporation of an ice cleaning method into the oil-in-
ice recovery system must be considered.

Increased oil viscosity
Generally, oil viscosity increases with decreasing temperature. The recovery device will
have to be able to recover oils with very high viscosities. In worst case, the temperature may
be below the pour point of the oil, resulting in an almost solid product.

Icing /freezing of equipment
A variety of operational problems may be experienced due to low temperatures and ice.
Examples are the freezing of hoses and moving parts and jamming of skimmers and pumps
due to the accumulation of ice. Scrapers for adhesion skimmers may also work less
effectively due to jamming by ice, stiffening of rubber compounds, etc. Hydraulics,
fittings/adjustments can present various difficulties related to cold weather as can gratings,
screens and water spray systems.

Strength considerations
Both the operation platform and the recovery unit will have to be designed strong enough to
withstand impacts with ice. Exceptions are some amphibious type platforms that can operate
on top of the ice.

Other problems
Winter oil recovery also involves physical problems experienced by the operation crew due
to low temperatures. Cold conditions tend to lower the motivation, dedication and patience
of the response crew members. All equipment should be designed with this in mind and be
made robust and easy to operate with few delicate parts or adjustments.

Problems are also associated with the detection and monitoring of oil spills in very poor
light conditions.
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3 PREVIOUS R&D ON OIL-IN-ICE RECOVERY EQUIPMENT

Oil spill response in ice was studied extensively in the 1970s, motivated mainly by the
potential for the northern nations to develop the large hydrocarbon resources in the arctic
and subarctic regions. In Canada, following the government decision to allow drilling in the
Canadian Beaufort Sea, the government-funded Arctic Marine Oilspill Program (AMOP)
was initiated in 1977, with the aim to develop oil spill countermeasures for ice-infested
waters. AMOP consists of a wide range of engineering projects related to oil spill response,
such as mechanical recovery, in-situ burning, dispersants, remote sensing, fate and
behaviour of oil in ice etc. Several other oil-in-ice research programs were initiated by
government or industry, among these the Baffin Island Oil Spill Project in the late 1970s and
Dome Petroleum’s R&D program for the Arctic. Many oil-in-ice research projects were also
initiated and managed by the Arctic Petroleum Operators Association (APOA) and the
Canadian Offshore Oil Spill Research Association (COOSRA) which were formed to
coordinate the oil industry’s efforts in Arctic Research. R&D projects have also been
conducted in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, Japan and UK, but no large programs
have been organized such as those in North America. The projects in these countries tend to
be narrower in scope and are directed more towards specific products, such as the
development of the LORI ice cleaner in Finland.

The work conducted on mechanical oil recovery methods in the 70s and 80s involved
mainly modifications of off-the-shelf equipment that was available at the time. The
modifications usually focused on ice processing. AMOP research focused on winterization
of three Canadian skimmers, the Morris Industries’s disc skimmer, the Bennett/ Versatile
oleophilic belt skimmer and Oil Mop Pollution Control’s rope mop skimmer. In the US, the
Marco belt skimmers, the ARCAT mop skimmers, and the Lockheed disc/ drum were given
special attention due to their potential to function in winter conditions.

In the early 1980s, brainstorming and laboratory studies were conducted to address the
problem of oil-in-ice recovery. However, the studies were limited in scope and no tech-
niques were identified that were developed further to the prototype or commercial stage.

In 1992, a state-of-the-art review was published by the Canadian Petroleum Product
Association (Solsberg & McGrath, 1992) that summarizes the status of oil-in-ice research
and identifies the most promising approaches in terms of seven oil removal principles:

1.  Disc/drum skimmers
2.  Rope mop skimmers
3.  Sorbent belt skimmers
4.  Submerging plane skimmers
5.  Vacuum skimmers
6.  Weir skimmers
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7.  Other concepts/combination skimmers

In all, 47 "Main Entries" (primary technologies) are presented along with a summary of less
feasible concepts. The latter either hold little promise for future R&D or were already con-
sidered in prototype development and testing. The following discussion highlights informa-
tion learned as a result of the 1992 study:

1. Disc/drum skimmers

Comprehensive testing and use in spills have shown that both disc and drum systems allow
small ice forms to pass under the recovery mechanism as oil is being collected. Drawbacks
include occasional ice jamming, underflow of oil at relative velocities exceeding 0.5 - 1.0
knot (0.3 - 0.5 m/s), and reduced recovery rate in light and viscous oils, and in wave
conditions. Vanes and discs are susceptible to damage.

Because the Lockheed Clean Sweep (a disc/drum skimmer) was studied extensively, its
further research was not recommended. However, the Elastec, T-Disc and WP-1 skimmers
are newer technologies that were recommended for study to further define operational limits.
The first two comprise uncomplicated systems that should function optimally in medium
viscosity oils. The WP-1, a porous drum concept designed to collect and transfer viscous
oils, was assigned a high development potential.

No need was foreseen to fabricate and assess small-scale models, since past results could be
drawn upon, as appropriate. Evaluations were recommended which consider the sub-
mergence depth and rotational speed of the disc or drum, utilization of a screw pump to
replace other existing pumps, recovery rate and efficiency in a range of oil viscosities, and
modifications such as the addition of paddles to promote the movement of ice while not
resulting in damage to the oil pickup components.

2. Rope mop skimmers

Rope mop systems are another type of sorbent surface skimmer that were reviewed
extensively for application to oil-in-ice. The oleophilic rope principle has demonstrated its
effectiveness in removing medium viscosity oils in low wave conditions, at relative
velocities of up to several knots, and in debris (including ice). Various deployment modes
have been developed, tested and used including self-propelled vessels such as the Arcat, Oil
Mop Dynamic Skimmer and Shallow Water Access Mop Platform (SWAMP), and many
stationary skimmers. The most recently marketed devices, the Foxtail and Vertical Mop
Wringer, are vertically-oriented bands driven by a driver/wringer unit suspended from a
crane.
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For mobile systems, e.g., Arcat, improvements could be considered for vessels which must
recover oil held stationary against ice edges. It was indicated that such work should focus on
the means to draw oil into the rope mops such as a rotating brush previously examined by
Exxon Production Research Company, or other device.

Vertical mop machines were recommended for assessment including utilizing an internal
pump in the wringer sump. Improved efficiencies were seen to also centre around reducing
oil losses prior to entry of the rope mops into the wringer, separating matted rope mop
strands, and by varying the mop configuration. Overall, this newest generation of rope mop
skimmers represents an appealing technology for removing oil-in-ice since selective
positioning is possible and the need to actively process all ice that is encountered is elimi-
nated. Development potential was judged to be high.

3. Sorbent belt skimmers

Sorbent belts are commercially available primarily as mobile skimmers and over-the-side
systems. They have been successfully used on many spills and have been comprehensively
researched for their application in ice conditions.

Testing has shown that performance of the Marco Class I Skimmer, in particular, improves
through the addition of ice deflectors and passive and driven ice processors. Other modifica-
tions have centred around improvements to the scraper and transfer mechanisms. The
Slicklicker has been similarly examined for its oil recovery capability in cold climates, with
tests based on directing engine exhaust at the discharge chute and the use of steam coils to
enhance pickup performance of the belt.

Development potential was judged to be low for sorbent belt systems in view of the extent
of the research that has taken place to date, the proven capability of existing systems in a
range of oils and environmental conditions, and the relatively complex mechanism required
to actually process ice. Other concerns relate to the feasibility of deploying a skimming
vessel that is not ice-strengthened and potential problems with the recovery mechanism and
means of storage and transfer of oiled ice.
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4. Submerging plane skimmers

Skimmers that submerge oil and ice to effect oil recovery use both sorbent and nonsorbent
belt as well as porous planes. These include the Bennett/Versatech, JBF DIP and LPI
Skimmers. Performance of the belt systems could be affected by either ice accumulations
and jamming or the deflection of both the oil and the ice away from the collection belt or
well. Development potential was therefore judged to be low.

Testing of a porous plane has shown that ice buildup can occur thus preventing the intake of
oil. As well, very viscous oils might not penetrate the porous plane while light oils might
pass under the device. (Submerging belt skimmers can encounter similar operational
difficulties with oil viscosity as very viscous or very light oils bypass the belt.) Development
work was not seen to potentially result in improved recovery systems.

5. Vacuum skimmers

A vacuum concept tested on a laboratory scale using a simulated ice cover (i.e., glass plate)
resulted in high water uptake and indicated safety concerns as well as mechanical design
complexities associated with the processing of flammable gases, assuming the spill
originates from a subsea blowout. The small-scale investigation yielded limited test data. No
development work was foreseen which would result in an improved system. Small-scale
testing was judged to be of very limited value.

Conventional vacuum units (such as the Trans Vac) and various skimming heads have been
deployed in oil and ice with reasonable success. In addition to the amount of oil present,
performance depends upon the efficiency of the skimming units, operator control, and
common sense practices in ensuring the continued cold weather operation of pumps, hoses
and prime movers. Although development potential was judged to be low, testing could be
considered to characterize parameters which optimize recovery rate and efficiency as well as
to document procedures which allow prolonged skimming at low temperatures.

6. Weir skimmers

Generally, weir skimmers incorporate a simple or self-levelling edge over which oil and
water flow. Of the many commercial devices available, the Destroil, Pharos Marine GT and
Foilex Skimmers utilize screw auger pumps that are capable of transferring viscous oil and
ice. These units, along with the PEDCO self-adjusting weir, have therefore not been
researched for their potential to incorporate hardware specifically developed for ice-
processing. Low development potential was assigned to this general class of skimmers in
view of the limited research possibilities to improve performance.
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7. Other concepts/combination skimmers

A diverse number of other skimmers were considered for removing oil in ice. Of the systems
noted in the literature, the Lori Brush Skimmer was found to offer the highest potential for
recovering viscous oil in broken ice. Testing of the Lori Ice Cleaner, a two stage brush
system developed for removing oil in ice, pointed to the difficulties of using brushes and
water jets to process or clean ice and to low operational efficiencies in light oil. However,
the simple brush pack is seen to afford high development potential as a viscous oil recovery
approach for application to small ice forms, i.e., ice pieces that can underflow the skimmer.

An outrigger type of ice deflector called Arcticskim developed in Alaska was suggested for
possible testing although it has potential limitations due to damage by ice floes, oil
deflection, and the concentration and jamming of smaller ice forms which might prevent oil
from reaching the skimming mechanism. It was recommended that the feasibility of further
tests should be reviewed with Alaska Clean Seas
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4 POTENTIAL TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS TO OIL-IN-ICE
RECOVERY

In this chapter, the concepts that were subjected to in-depth discussions by the Technical
Committee are described. A number of concepts were, after the initial discussions, not found
to warrant detailed assessments. These may, however, represent interesting ideas and are
briefly described in Appendix C. Some of the concepts presented in this chapter are
variations of well known principles used in open water. Others are based on old but
unrealized ideas conceived for ice-infested waters whereas some are completely new ideas.

Each principle is discussed in terms of:

•  Operating principle
•  Possible variations to the general principle
•  Potential problems and considerations
•  Advantages
•  Status of development and overall potential

The concepts are categorized according to their principle of operation. The categories are:
Most concepts adress only one or two of these functions. The primary intent of each device
is indicated with the symbol  ���� .

Oil Recovery Principle Adhesion
Lifting
Suction
Unspecified

Ice Processing Principle Ice Deflecting
Lifting
Submerging
Lateral displacement

Non Ice Deflecting

Ice Cleaning Principle Active
Passive
None

Operating Platform Incorporated
Unspecified
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CONCEPT 1 LIFTING GRATED BELT

Operating Principles

Description

This concept is essentially an ice deflecting principle which removes small ice floes from
the recovery area. A durable lifting grated belt or chains raise encountered ice, with maxi-
mum dimensions determined by the scale of the device, and small quantities of oil up to a
horizontal section. The grating will have to be open enough to allow most of the oil slick to
pass through the lifting portion of the belt at the water line. Smaller ice pieces will pass to
the recovery area together with the oil. The concept depends on an unspecified recovery
device capable of recovering oil in brash ice which will operate in the recovery area under
the belt. Excessively large ice pieces must be deflected sideways in the water by a separate

Oil Recovery Unspecified recovery method under horizontal belt section.
Primary intent is for ice processing.

Ice Processing  ���� Deflection by lifting of small ice floes. Larger ice floes
must be circumvented or deflected sideways by separate mechanism.

Ice Cleaning None. Although not specified, an ice cleaning system can
easily be incorporated at raised belt section, using water spraying or brushes.

Operating Platform Unspecified
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method. The belt may be equipped with paddles or spikes to move ice up the inclined plane
more effectively.

The oil which is unintentionally carried up the belt together with the ice may drip off or can
be actively removed with the use of hot water spray mounted on the horizontal portion or at
the belt's exit point from the water. Some oil will be lost when depositing ice back in the
water.

Possible variations

Variations to this concept that were discussed include:

•  Conveying all ice and oil to the horizontal grated platform by means of a less porous
belt or an open auger/tray configuration where ice processing takes place only on the
horizontal section. The oil is washed off the ice by pressurized hot water spray. Oil,
water and small ice (several mm size) are collected in a tray undernath the horizontal
section, and the ice is ultimately returned to the sea.

Potential problems and considerations

Because this concept must process large quantities of ice, it must have a significant reserve
buoyancy, size and durability. As a result, the skimmer may be too heavy to be operated
from small working platforms. A large water-line area is required to limit draft variations
during operation. This may imply limited maneuverability in the ice field.

It is critical that the mesh opening spaces are such that the amount of ice deflected is
maximized and the oil quantity lost with the disposed ice is minimized. This adjustment
may be complicated. The sucess of this concept depends also on a recovery device capable
of recovering oil that is intermixed with small ice pieces in the recovery area under the belt.

The ice should be transported back to the water level along the decending portion of the belt
(unlike indicated in the figure where the descending section is vertical). In this way the
energy used to lift the ice is conserved in the belt system.

Status of development and overall potential

A variety of lifting belt skimmers exist, among these are paddle belts and sorbent belt
skimmers. They have been extensively tested for the recovery of oil and also for ice deflec-
tion purposes. Lifting belts are also commonly used for various industrial applications. The
concept suggested here differs from existing belt skimmers by the function of the belt which
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is used solely as an ice deflection mechanism to clear the underlying recovery area of ice
floes to enable recovery.

The lifting grated belt is considered to have medium potential as an ice deflection device.
The described variation that conveys all ice and oil up to the horizontal section is considered
to have a low potential for recovery.
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CONCEPT 2 SUBMERGING GRATED BELT

Operating Principles

Description

This concept uses a grated belt or chains to depress ice as the unit advances. The grating
must be sufficiently open to allow oil and small ice pieces to pass through the descending
portion of the belt at the water line or rise into the recovery area from the submerged
section. The concept will have to be combined with a recovery device capable of recovering
oil intermixed with brash ice in this recovery area over the belt. Ice floes are guided under
and finally allowed to rise to the water surface behind the unit. The variable speed belt can
have paddles or spikes to promote the movement of ice. To avoid excessive ice

Oil Recovery Unspecified recovery method operating over belt. Primary
intent is for ice processing.

Ice Processing  � Deflection by submergence of small ice floes. Bigger ice
floes must be circumvented or deflected sideways by separate mechanism.

Ice Cleaning Passive - by flushing with water as ice is submerged.

Operating Platform Unspecified.
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accumulation inside the recovery area, ice not recovered together with the oil may be
evacuated through side openings in the unit.

Possible variations

Variations to this concept that were discussed include:

•  Replacing the entire grated belt with a sorbent belt. In this case the submersion
(buoyancy forces) will help the oil penetrate into the belt material. Oil will be scraped
off as the belt exits the water, by a scraping mechanism similar to those of
conventional belt skimmers. Ice (and some oil) will rise to the surface behind the
skimmer. The belt can be equipped with flaps or spikes to enhance ice transport.

Potential problems and considerations

This type of unit will very likely experience problems related to the opening of the grating.
Excessively small mesh openings will not allow the oil to pass through and large amounts of
oil will be carried under by the belt and lost behind the unit. Wider openings, on the other
hand, will allow too much ice to pass into the collection area. This problem will be
increasingly noticeable with increasing density and oil viscosity. Possible solutions may be
the use of ice tumblers, shaking action, brushes etc. It may also be possible to vary the
openings of the grating to optimize them for the actual oil and ice dimensions presented.

The skimmer must be of considerable weight if large amounts of ice are to be depressed.
However, the force required to submerge ice is much lower compared to the lifting belt
concept. On the other hand, the gravitational/buoyancy forces available for separation of oil
from ice are accordingly lower in this version as compared to the lifting belt.

Advantages

Less force is required to submerge the ice than to lift it. The water line area required to limit
the draft variations during operation is much smaller in this concept compared to the lifting
belt. This implies a unit with better maneauverability in the ice than the lifting grated belt.

Status of development and overall potential

A study was conducted in 1986 (S.L Ross Environmental Research Limited, 1986) to
investigate the use of a porous inclined plane for submergence of ice to remove oil from
brash and mulched ice. Ice was found to pile up in front of the plane rather than be sub-
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merged by it and the device was rejected as a recovery concept. However, the inclined plane
had no means, except hydrodynamic forces, to move ice down it. It is therefore different
from the discussed concept which uses a conveying belt. The grating was made to separate
oil from any ice forms, including brash ice, which is different from this concept that will
allow small ice pieces to pass through to the recovery area.

The Lori Ice Cleaner, which is one of the few recovery devices on the market specifically
designed for the recovery of oil in ice, utilizes the submersion principle and recovery of oil
in a similar collection area, but the inclined bristle belt moves in the opposite direction,
which may push the ice and oil away unless operated in very high ice concentrations.

The submerging belt concept is considered to have medium potential as an ide deflection
method. The variation described that submerges all ice is assigned a low potential for oil
recovery.
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CONCEPT 3 LARGE /LIGHTWEIGHT ADVANCING DRUM

Operating Principle

Description

A large diameter/lightweight rotating drum recovers oil as it advances through the ice field.
The drum, which is powered, can be pushed in front of or operated along the side(s) of a
vessel. The roller is heavy enough to submerge small ice pieces yet light enough to travel
over ice that is too buoyant to be submerged. Oil adheres to the forward descending portion
of the drum and is subsequently removed by a scraper mechanism before again penetrating
the oil/water surface. A large diameter is important to keep a low angle of incidence
between the drum surface and ice/oil. Generally, this low angle of incidence increases the
ability of drum skimmers to pull in oil. It will also make it easier to deflect ice under the

Oil Recovery   ���� Adhesion to revolving drum.

Ice Processing Sumbergence of small ice pieces (< 10-20 cm). Rolling on
top of larger ice forms.

Ice Cleaning None

Operating Platform Unspecified. The unit floats and may be remotely operated
or may be attached to a vessel.
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drum when it advances through the ice field. Spikes or bristles will be needed to push small
ice pieces under and to roll over larger ice and thus avoid pile-up of ice in front of the drum.

A freewheeling version was considered, but it was agreed that powered rotation is necessary
even though it adds weight, complexity and cost to the concept. This allows running at zero
relative velocity or at negative relative velocity (i.e., lower drum surface appears to be
traveling backwards at the water surface).

Possible variations

Variations discussed include:

•  Install brushes on drum surface for recovery of oil. In such a device adhesion to, and
lifting by the brushes would be the main recovery mechanism. The drum would
primarily serve as a flotation body. This device is discussed separately as Concept 4.

•  Multiple drums in series to increase throughput efficiency .

Potential problems and considerations

If attached to a vessel, interferences with the hull must be avoided. This could be done by
pushing the unit in front of, and directly attached to, the bow by two arms. Alternatively, the
drum(s) could be deployed at the side(s) of an ice-strengthened vessel. Towing of the unit
behind the vessel should be avoided due to the propeller wash from the ship.

One must consider potential towing problems and other operational complications
associated with this size of skimmer. The drum diameter implies a heavy skimmer with
associated strength requirements. If spikes or bristles are used, a more complicated scraper
mechanism is required compared to a smooth drum.

The concept can only submerge small ice pieces. Recovery will be obstructed by larger ice
floes that will lift the drum out of the water. It may be advantageous to combine the concept
with an ice deflection device that will remove larger floes.
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Advantages

The device attacks the oil slick from above and moves on top of ice thus avoiding the need
for extensive ice processing.

The unit is floating and does not require additional flotation. It can therefore be operated
remotely from a support vessel instead of being attached directly to an operating platform.

The concept may be simple in construction and have few parts to freeze or break. Drum
skimmers generally have very high recovery efficiencies.

Status of development and overall potential

This concept is very similar to the drum concept, which is a proven recovery principle in
open water. Further developments would concentrate on ice processing and size considera-
tions.

Smaller drum skimmers have been applied to oil-in-ice recovery with some success. Oil that
contacts the drum surface adheres to it, but these skimmers do not offer any ice processing
capability. The skimmers have to be continously relocated, or ice in front of the skimmer has
to be deflected by some other means, for instance manually.

This concept was assigned a low-medium potential as a recovery device.
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CONCEPT 4 BRUSH AND BRUSH-DRUM

Operating Principle

Description

Brushes are installed on the surface of a rotating drum. Oil is collected by adhesion to the
bristles and is removed by a comb mechanism. Oil also adheres to the smooth part of the
drum and is scraped off. However, the drum's primary function is to provide flotation. The
high buoyancy of the drum eliminates the need for additinal flotation by pontoons. Small ice

Oil Recovery   ���� Adhesion and mechanical lifting by bristles and spikes.
Adhesion to smooth part of drum.

Ice Processing Submerging of small ice pieces. Larger ice will lift the
brush-drum.

Ice Cleaning Active by brushing
Passive by submersion.

Operating Platform Unspecified. The unit floats and can be operated remotely
or be attached to a vessel.
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forms are carried under the brush/drum by bristles and spikes. Some ice will be collected
with the oil. Various combinations of the two concepts are possible.

Possible variations

The following variations were discussed:

•  A series of brush-drums positioned one behind the other contacts oil. The first is a
softer bristle or rope mop type that removes surface oil (on ice or water).The second
has longer, stiffer bristles that remove oil left behind by the first brush. Successive
brush-drums are added as required at varying depth, bristle-type, etc.

•  Two contra-rotating brush drums

Potential problems and considerations

Bristles must be fabricated from a flexible and very durable material to prevent them from
being permanently damaged when encountering ice. Evenly distributed spikes between the
bristles can protect the brushed from excessive bending.

Parameters like bristle length and stiffness, drum diameter, angle of attack between brush
drum and surface, number of brush drums and rotational speed are expected to be important
factors for both oil recovery and ice processing.

Large amounts of brash ice may be collected by the brushes. Ice may cause blocking off or
damage to the comb mechanism. Hot water spraying (with minor amounts of water) has
proved to be an effective way to prevent freezing of mop wringer/roller mechanisms. The
same principle may be used in order to prevent freezing of the brush/drum concept.

Advantages

Brush skimmers are not as affected by the presence of small ice pieces (or other debris) as
most other skimmers. This is due to the long bristles and irregular geometry which enables it
to contact oil that is intermixed with small ice forms. Its ability to recover oil depends less
on adhesion and more on mechanical lifting than is the case with the smooth drum, which is
an advantage in very viscous oils/emulsions or when debris is present.

The drum concept has the advantage of a high buoyancy which limits the need for additional
flotation and gives it a low draft and a low angle of attack between the drum and the water
surface.
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The brush/drum concept attempts to combine these two concept into one principle with the
advantages of the two. The brush and drum recovery principles are proven oil recovery
devices and the development of a concept that combines the two principles can be based on
existing technologies. The combination of brush and drum has to our knowledge not been
investigated earlier

Status of development and overall potential

Circular rotating brushes (not brush/drums) have been developed as commercial units by
various manufacturers including Lori, Lamor and Aqua-Guard. These units are mainly used
for open water operation.

Exxon Production Research Company has carried out a development project on a rotating
brush skimmer with contrarotating brushes (Prier, 1988) for use in ice. The prototype was
not tested in the field, but the rotating brushes showed good potential for operation in ice.

The brush/drum concept is considered to have a high potential for recovery of oil in ice.
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CONCEPT 5 AIR CONVEYOR

Operating Principle

Description

An air conveyor creates high air flow at the suction end of a hose connected to a recovery
head. Oil, water and small ice are drawn into the hose and transferred to a separation
chamber installed at the end of the line. The separation chamber consists of an ice com-
partment, an oil/water compartment and a separation screen between the two. Ice pieces
above a certain size will be stopped by the screen and will fall into the first chamber. Fluid
will pass through the grating to the second chamber.

Oil Recovery   ���� Suction. High speed air pulls oil and small ice into a hose
and moves it to a collection tank.

Ice Processing Non ice-deflecting. Collects ice pieces with dimensions less
than that of the hose diameter. Since operated from above, no processing of
larger ice forms needed.

Ice Cleaning Active by suction

Operating Platform Unspecified
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For smaller units, the conveyor fan can be on board the working platform, eliminating the
need for a long air hose to the main vessel.

The recovery head will work from above the oil slick. A system incorporating this concept
may therefore avoid extensive ice deflection.

Potential problems and considerations

The main problem with air conveyor systems when recovering oil in broken ice is that the
amount of ice and water recovered per unit volume of oil can be large. If properly designed,
the in-line oil/ice separation chamber may reduce the volume of ice recovered in the
oil/water compartment (second chamber). Water can be separated out from the oil/water
chamber continuously, if it has sufficient volume. It is imperative to have a good skimmer
head to reduce excessive recovery of water and ice. The skimmer head can be blocked by ice
and must incorporate a mechanism to remove this ice.

A problem that has been reported with this concept is freezing within the conveyor hose at
low temperatures. With a separation tank on the working platform itself this problem may be
reduced or eliminated. Blockage by ice of the screen in the separation chamber may occur.
Ice pieces that become lodged in the grating can be removed continuously with a
clearing/combing/scraping mechanism. A substantial amount of small ice pieces are likely to
accumulate in the second chamber as brash ice passes through the grating and as a result of
ice chunks being crushed when hitting the grating.

To allow continuous operation, the ice chamber cold be divided into two compartments so
that one can be emptied while the second is filling up, or the chamber could be emptied with
a pump.

Advantages

The system works from above the ice surface and therefore does not require deflection of
ice. A simple version can be very lightweight and easy to operate at the collection end since
any material recovered will be transported away from the recovery head instantly. The air
conveyor can also be used to transfer oil from other recovery devices to the main vessel.
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Status of development and overall potential

Vacuum and air conveyor trucks have frequently been used during oil spills where there is
access to the spill area. A good description of the advantages and limitations with the
concept is given in a report on the Buzzards Bay spill (Deslaurier, 1979).

The air conveyor concept is considered to have a medium potential as a recovery method in
broken ice. As a means of conveying recovered product from a separate recovery unit, e.g., a
brush skimmer, the system is considered to have a high potential.
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CONCEPT 6 GRATED PLOUGH SHAPED DEFLECTOR

Operating Principle

Description

A grated plough shaped deflector is pushed or pulled through an ice field. Ice will stop at the
grating and then be transported laterally by the water drag induced by the forward motion of
the deflector. Oil and water will pass to the contained area behind the grating where oil
recovery can take place in conditions characterized by only smaller ice pieces. The angle of
the plough is such that the ice is given a certain residence time at the grating, possibly
allowing oil to be pushed past the ice and through the grating. If water current is not
sufficient to separate oil from ice, water spraying may be used as indicated in the figure.

Oil Recovery Unspecified recovery method operating behind grating.
Primary intent is for ice deflection.

Ice Processing   ���� Deflection by lateral displacement.

Ice Cleaning None

Operating Platform Unspecified
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Also by being able to adjust the deflector angle during operation, the residence time of the
ice at the deflector can be adjusted to allow for better cleaning by the water current or
spraying system.

Possible variations

The following variations were discussed:

•  Only the part of the deflector above and slightly below the waterline is grated. Water
and oil will pass over the upper edge of the solid surface while ice, with a certain draft,
will hit the solid wall or the grating and be pushed aside. The deflector will, together
with a boom positioned downstream, form a contained area where oil can be recovered.
It was pointed out that ice that is deflected can bring oil with it.

•  Instead of the fixed grating, use an open-grated powered belt to control the residence
time of the ice and deflection of ice to the sides.

Potential problems and considerations

The concept relies on the forward motion of the deflector to divert ice floes to the sides. A
problem may be that ice piles up aginst the grating instead of being deflected. This could be
avioded using an open grated belt instead of the passive grated deflector, as suggested as a
variation of this concept.

Another problem may be that substantial amounts of oil can be deflected to the sides
together with the ice. It is possible that this amount can be reduced by effective use of water
spraying in front of the deflector.

Status of development and overall potential

Ice deflection using various forms of gratings and active/non-active methods were studied
for application with the Marco Belt skimmer (L.A.Schultz 1976). Several concepts were
found interesting and three devices were constructed and tested in the laboratory including
static freewheeling and actively driven ice processors which significantly improved oil
recovery rate and efficiency.

Except for this and a few other smaller studies, little research has been conducted on ice
deflection methods for oil-in-ice recovery applications.
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The Grated Plough concept is considered to have a medium potential as an ice deflection
method.
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CONCEPT 7 ROPE MOP

Operating Principle

Description

One or more oleophilic rope mops are pulled by a roller/ wringer mechanism which
squeezes the oil from the mop. Collected oil drops into a sump and is transferred to storage.
Little or no ice adheres to the mop material.

The rope mop concept is one of the oil recovery principles that have been used most
frequently and with the most success in oil-in-ice situations. It is included here for its

Oil Recovery   ���� Adhesion to mop material.

Ice Processing Non ice-deflecting. The concept operates from above
without need for ice deflection.

Ice Cleaning Active by mop action (see comment in "Potential problems
and considerations").

Operating Platform Unspecified
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possible improvement potential and/or for possible combination with other oil skimming
and ice deflection principles.

Existing rope mop skimmers include versions that are integrated in catamaran vessels,
suspended from a drive/wringer head operated by crane and those with anchored tail pulleys.
A number of improvements have been proposed to adapt the rope mop skimmers to arctic
conditions. These improvements include hot pressurized water spraying of mops,
installation of a pump in the sump, improvement of the roller mechanism, etc. Additional
changes discussed include:

•  Replace a single long mop between hulls on catamaran type skimmers with several
shorter ones in series. This will increase the throughput efficiency of the device.

•  Replace roller/wringer with a comb type mechanism for more efficient removal of oil
from the mop.

•  Replace rope mop with chain brushes with fixed cross-sections. Such brushes will
recover more viscous oils than a mop, and more effective scraper mechanisms have
been developed than those currently used by mop skimmers.

•  Make detachable mop sections with quick-locks. In this way the mop length and type
can be easily changed to suit the operational mode and size of vessel.

Potential problems and considerations

The vertical rope mop principle usually requires logistics that allow frequent or continuous
repositioning of skimmer. Lack of oil adhesion to the mops may be a problem with very
high viscosity products. Conventional rope mops have reduced recovery rates at low and
very high viscosities.

Vertical mops are very exposed to wind and can experience formation of ice crystals on the
mops or in the water due to splashing at low temperatures (below -100C). This may lead to
accumulation of large amounts of ice in the system and in worst case blocking of the sump
or freezing/jamming of the pump. Use of hot, pressurized water spray on the mops at the
wringer mechanism has been demonstrated to improve the performance by reducing ice
formation, and to help remove high viscosity oil from the mop (Jensen & Johannessen,
1993).

Even though the mops can actively clean oil off the top side of ice floes, in reality they often
leave the ice apparently more contaminated after recovery than before the operation. This is,
however, mainly a visual problem.
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Advantages

The rope mop functions well in a wide variety of ice conditions when suspended from
above. No ice processing is required. It is a proven device for brash ice conditions. Vertical
mop skimmers are one of the most versatile of the sorbent surface skimmers since they can
be used by vessels of opportunity, and selective positioning is possible.

Status of development and overall potential

A variety of rope mop skimmers are available, integrated in catamaran vessels (ARCAT,
SWAMP, Oil Mop Dynamic Skimmer), suspended from a drive/wringer head operated by
crane (Foxtail, Vertical Mop Wringers) and with anchored tail pulleys (Oil Mop, Puller
Wringer Skimmers).

The vertical mop skimmers are available in many sizes with 2 to 8 bands of different
diameters. Development potential has been associated with installation of an internal pump
in the sump, use of how water spraying of the mops and improvements of the mop material
to be better suited for high viscosity oils.

The versatility of the mop skimmers could be further improved by a design that combines
the vertical mop skimmers with the SWAMP concept where an A-frame system supports the
rope mop’s tail pulley. With a powered tail pulley hanging from a crane instead of the
wringer/sump, the “footprint” of the mops will be increased, and the weight to be supported
by the crane is considerably reduced. Such a concept will be applicable both from bigger
vessels and smaller working platforms.

The rope mop skimmer is considered to have a high potential as a recovery device in broken
ice. The concept may be used in combination with several of the ice deflection principles
discussed in this chapter.
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CONCEPT 8 AUGER DEFLECTOR

Operating Principle

Description

Auger flights are installed on the surface of a revolving drum. The auger which is located at
the water line is rotated in oiled broken ice. Ice will be deflected to the side as the auger
rotates. The oil that adheres to the auger flights and the drum is scraped off. This idea
evolved from the discussion on drum skimmers which, due to their smooth surfaces, are
incapable of displacing ice pieces that are presented to them.

Oil Recovery   ���� Adhesion to auger or;
None (variation)

Ice Processing   ���� Deflection by lateral displacement of ice.

Ice Cleaning None

Operating Platform Unspecified
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Possible variations

Variations discussed include:

•  Use an auger merely as a deflection device. The auger represents an active deflection
method that allows the residence time to be controlled to enable sufficient time for a
separate recovery method before the ice is deflected. If used purely as a deflection
device, the auger does not have to incorporate a drum. However, using a drum as the
core in the auger may still be useful as a means of providing flotation.

•  Combine the auger with a brush to clean the ice in front of it (and possibly the auger
itself) before the ice is deflected to the sides.

•  Install a toothed disc or a second auger in front of, and at an angle with the primary
auger. The two may together impose a momentum on floes to rotate them to gain
access to the backsides of the floes and clean off the edges as the floes are transported
to the side. This operation would probably have to be contolled manually, e.g., with the
second auger mounted on an arm to be able to position it on top of the floes to be
rotated.

Potential problems and considerations

The auger is likely to deflect oil together with the ice. If the ice cover is dense, the auger
may break off pieces of the floe edges rather than move the floes to the sides.

The fact that the recovery body also acts as a deflection device may present problems
matching deflection rate with necessary residence time for recovery of all the oil between
the floes. A system incorporating a second recovery method would be more controllable.

A relatively complex scraping mechanism is required to remove oil from the auger.

Advantages

The auger may represent a simple means of deflecting ice to the sides. Compared to other
ice deflection methods, such as belts or gratings, this may be a rugged and still lightweight
construction with a minimum of moving parts that can be damaged by the ice. An advantage
is also that the auger can provide its own buoyancy if the auger flights are incorporated in a
revolving pontoon. This is similar to the principle used by the Archimedean Screw Vehicle
(ASV) which is presented separately as Concept 9.

Status of development and overall potential
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Several auger types were investigated during the development of the Archimedean Screw
Vehicle (ASV).

The auger deflector is considered to have a low-medium potential used as a combined
deflection and recovery device in ice. It is considered to have a medium potential used as a
pure deflection device (variation) in combination with a separate recovery method.
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CONCEPT 9 ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW VEHICLE

Operating Principle

Description

The Archimedean Screw Vehicle (ASV) uses revolving pontoons which incorporate auger
flights. The pontoons act both as a means of providing buoyancy and for the propulsion of
the vehicle. The vehicle can move both on land (or ice) and in water. As presented here, the
primary intent of the concept is as a working platform for recovery systems.

Oil Recovery None or;
Adhesion to pontoons (variation)

Ice Processing Non ice-deflecting

Ice Cleaning None

Operating Platform   ���� Incorporated
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Possible variations

The following variation was discussed:

•  Install a number of Archimedean screws in parallel and install scrapers on the pon-
toons. The pontoons will work as collection surfaces and the device will function much
like a drum skimmer, but with its own propulsion (or ice deflection mechanism).

Potential problems and considerations

The Archimedean Screw Vehicle is reported to have limited maneuverability and propulsion
in open water.

If the pontoons are to be used also as collection bodies, a relatively complex scraping system
is required. As the vessel advances through the water, the pontoons may push oil away
instead of pulling it in as intended, due to headwave formation by the auger flights and the
pontoons.

Advantages

The Archimedean Screw Vehicle has the advantage of being able to move on ice as well as
in water. As a skimmer working platform, it may be able to position the recovery device at
central locations in the spill without disturbing the ice and oil significantly. This is a great
advantage since the operation can make use of the natural oil containment by the ice.
Typically, ships used in oil-in-ice recovery operations push ice aside to gain access to the
spill, hence allowing oil to spread over a larger area.

Status of development and overall potential

The Japanese company Mitsui started the development of an Archimedean Screw Vehicle in
1976 which led to the construction of a 10-ton prototype, the Mitsui AST-002. The vehicle
went through a thorough development program which involved laboratory testing of the
Archimedean screws in Arctec Technology’s ice model basin (Arctec report, year unknown).
The vehicle was tested at Prudhoe Bay and was reported to demonstrate high potential for
use in ice (Industry Task Group, 1983). The need for ice deflection is minimized when using
the ASV as a skimmer platform.
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The concept is considered to have high potential as an operating platform in combination
with a variety of recovery methods. The alternative version discussed, where the pontoons
also are used as recovery surfaces is believed to have low-medium potential.
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CONCEPT 10 LIFTING PLANE WITH INDUCED OVERFLOW

Operating Principle

Description

An inclined lifting plane together with catemaran hulls or a boom form a contained area.
Oil/water and small ice forms are transported over the plane, which is elevated slightly
above the water line (height is controllable), by the use of water jets or the forward motion
of the inclined plane. Alternatively, a conveyor belt can be used for the same purpose. The
idea is to accumulate oil and ice in a open-bottom reservoir where the oil is pumped off or
removed by a separate method capable of removing oil in brash ice. When present, larger ice
forms must be deflected by a separate method.

Oil Recovery   ���� Oil and brash ice transferred to contained area.

Ice Processing  ���� Oil and brash ice transferred to contained area.

Ice Cleaning None

Operating Platform Unspecified
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The following arrangements were suggested for the reservoir in order to effectively separate
oil from brash ice:

•  Divide the contained area into two compartments, one behind the other. In that way oil
and ice can be left to settle and be recovered in the second compartment undisturbed by
fluid and ice flowing into the first compartment.

•  A grating could be used to suppress brash ice and allow oil to move to the surface
where it can be recovered by any conventional skimmer or be pumped off if the
accumulated layer is thick enough. Ice could be transported from the contained area by,
for example, an underwater conveyor belt or be displaced through side doors in the unit
after oil has been removed.

Potential problems and considerations

Very large amounts of brash ice may accumulate in the contained area. The problem of oil
recovery is not solved with the transfer of oil and brash ice to the reservoir. The success of
the system depends on an effective oil/ice separation method within the reservoir.

The density of ice is lower than that of many oils. This implies that ice pieces may float in
the oil phase and prevent access to the oil if a significant amount of ice accumulates. Ice
pieces that are too large to be transferred to the reservoir will block the entrance to the
inclined plane and must be deflected by a separate method.

Advantage

The concept transferres oil and ice to a contained area where it is allowed to accumulate and
separate. Here, recovery of the oil can take place in a controlled fashion and in a thicker oil
layer.

Status of development and overall potential

Several units have been produced that work on the described or a similar principle. The O.P.
Skimmer and the P.U.P. Machine both use water jets to transport fluid over a lip into a
contained area. Testing of the O.P. skimmer showed that it has the capability to recover
debris (Lorenzo et al, 1995). Several belt skimmers are commercially available that can
convey oil and debris from the water into a contained area.

The concept is considered to have low-medium potential as an oil-in-ice recovery device.
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5 DISCUSSION

The problem of recovering oil in a broken ice field characterized by ice forms of various
types and dimensions can seem overwhelming. To attack the problem in a systematic
manner, it is useful to consider sub-problems according to the scale of the ice that is present.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1 Response method according to ice dimensions (metres).

The dimensions of ice forms is the primary factor which dictates the selection of a feasible
approach to oil recovery in ice. For example, it is unrealistic to assume that a recovery
device will be able to take onboard large ice floes, i.e., several tons. Such floes will most
probably have to be deflected in the water. The challenge for the recovery operation is then
to deflect these floes to avoid interference with the recovery operation without deflecting oil
in between the floes at the same time. A method for selective deflection is hence the goal. It
is not feasible to deflect large ice floes, i.e., larger than 200 metres, and the recovery vessel
will usually be better off finding its way around these floes rather than trying to deflect
them. Ice forms with dimensions up to a few metres across may be possible to take onboard
a vessel or submerge. However, if collected, such floes will represent an enormous storage
demand, and the recovery system will have to incorporate some means of separating these
ice floes from the oil to be recovered and finally dispose of the ice back into the environ-
ment. Smaller ice pieces, i.e. in the slush and brash categories, are likely to be collected
together with the oil and can only be separated after melting in storage tank.

The concepts that were discussed in the previous chapter address different tasks along the
process line illustrated in Figure 5.1. Some concepts, e.g., the lifting or submerging mesh
belts, are solely ice/oil separation devices, conceived to transform a broken ice field with
large pieces of ice into a situation with oil in brash ice only, assuming that this is easier to
handle. No oil recovery devices are included in these ice/oil separation ideas. The mop
concepts, on the other hand, are pure recovery concepts and have no means of deflecting the
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ice. To solve the problem of oil recovery in a mixed ice field, several principles will most
likely have to be combined, unless some recovery system is identified that is able to recover
oil without deflecting ice.

This reasoning leads to the identification of two different approaches that can be applied to
solve the problem of oil recovery in broken ice:

Approach 1 - Ice deflecting systems

Components 2-4 are supposed to transform the conditions from the complicated broken ice
situation to the more simple brash ice mixture. Oil recovery is effected by component No. 1
only. The four components are prioritized in the sense that solving a problem on the bottom
of the list will not improve the recovery capability unless the problems higher up are also
solved. However, solving problem No. 1 will always be useful since environmental
conditions exist where only brash ice is present.

Approach 2 - Non ice-deflecting systems

Such a system will have to attack the oil slick from above and must be able to move on top
of or through various ice forms as well as in water.

An ice deflecting system for recovery of oil in broken ice will have to incorporate four
components:

1 A mechanism that can recover oil intermixed with brash ice, preferably with a
minimum of brash ice in the recovered fluid.

2 A means of separating small floes from oil and brash ice either onboard or in the
water.

3 A method for selectively deflecting larger floes while minimizing deflection of oil
with the ice.

4 A working platform that is capable of moving along and/or over very large ice
floes.

A non ice-deflecting recovery system will have to incorporate:

1 A recovery device that can recover oil intermixed with brash ice, with a minimum
of ice in the recovered fluid.

2 A working platform that can position the recovery device anywhere in the spill
without having to deflect the ice.
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Clearly Approach 2 involves fewer elements than Approach 1 and may represent the simpler
solution to the problem. The two approaches involve five different topics that are discussed
in the following in terms of the ten concepts described in Chapter 4.

Recovery of oil in brash ice

The need for a recovery device capable of collecting oil in brash ice is common to both
approaches.

Several studies have been conducted in the past to examine possible methods to recover oil
that is intermixed with brash ice. These studies have included evaluations of rope mop,
disc/drum, brush, porous inclined plane and porous drum skimmers. Although the success of
this research has been limited, oil spilled in brash ice is probably the type of oil-in-ice
problem that can be dealt with most effectively with current technologies.

Of the concepts presented in Chapter 4, the following technologies adress the problem of oil
recovery in brash ice:

Concept 3 Large advancing drum
Concept 4 Brush and brush-drum
Concept 5 Air conveyor
Concept 7 Rope mop
Concept 10 Lifting plane with induced overflow

Of these concepts, it was agreed by the Technical Committee members that the brush-drum
and rope mop concepts hold the most promise for this kind of operation since they are
irregular surface adhesion skimmers that can contact oil that is intermixed with the ice. Air
conveyors, on the other hand, would recover large quantities of ice and water with the oil.
The concept is, however, interesting provided that an effective ice/oil/water separation
mechanism can be incorporated in the system. It is also interesting as a means of
transporting recovered material from other recovery concepts.

Separation of oil from small ice

Approach 1 recognizes the need for separation of oil and brash ice from small ice floes (up
to a few metres across). Two principles were discussed for such separation:

Concept 1 Lifting grated belt
Concept 2 Submerging grated belt
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Both devices function by holding back larger pieces of ice to leave only oil in brash ice for
recovery. It was pointed out that less force is required to submerge ice as opposed to lifting
it. A counterargument is that the forces available for separation of oil from ice are
accordingly smaller. Both methods were assigned a medium potential as ice deflection
devices and should be evaluated and compared through laboratory tests.

Selective lateral deflection of ice

Ice floes larger than a few metres across are usually too heavy for onboard processing and
must be deflected at the water surface. A problem with lateral deflection is that oil is likely
to be diverted with the ice. A method for selectively deflecting ice while leaving the bulk of
the oil behind would obviously be a great advantage for the recovery operation. However, no
such methods are presently available. Two lateral deflection mechanisms were suggested in
Chapter 4:

Concept 6 Grated plough shaped deflector
Concept 8 Auger deflector

The grated plough deflector moves ice sideways with the intention of allowing oil and water
to flow through an open grating aided by the forward motion of the device or water jets.
Another system was discussed briefly which relies on augers or toothed discs to move ice
floes sideways and rotate them at the same time. Oil is cleaned off the floe sides by, for
instance, a brush skimmer.

Methods for selectively deflecting ice have not been studied extensively. Although this is a
complicated task, further study may be warranted since oil recovery capabilities can be
significantly improved if an effective method is found. Development of such methods will
require physical testing in the laboratory.

Working platforms

Working platforms have not been reviewed in depth in this study. The exception is the
Archimedean Screw Vehicle (Concept 9) which the Technical Committee concluded has a
high potential as an operation platform for numerous oil-in-ice recovery devices. The ASV
is able to move on ice as well as in open water and brash ice. The pontoons function both as
propulsion and flotation elements. This makes it possible to move to the location of the spill
without opening up the ice field and disrupting the natural oil containment by the ice as is
often the case with a conventional vessel. Other working platforms that were discussed were
small work boats and air cushion vehicles.
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Non-ice deflecting methods

Approach 2 - non ice deflecting methods, may represent a relatively simple way to attack the
problem since in principle no ice deflection or oil/ice separation is necessary. A non-ice
deflecting system must feature a working platform that can position a recovery device
anywhere in the spill without disturbing the ice field significantly. An example of such a
platform is the Archimedean Screw Vehicle (Concept 9) as discussed in previous section,
which can operate in brash ice as well as in open water and on ice floes.

The Brush-drum, Mop and Air Conveyor concepts are all suited for use in combination with
this class of vehicle since they attack the oil slick from above.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ten concepts have been identified an adressed for possible incorporation in an oil-in-ice
recovery system. These concepts are listed in Table 6.1 together with their primary function
and their potential to serve this function successfully as concluded by the MORICE
Technical Committee.

Table 6.1 Summary table of suggested technical solutions to oil-in-ice recovery.

Concept Function Potential

Lifting Grated Belt Ice processing M

Submerging Grated Belt Ice Processing M

Large/lightweight Drum Oil Recovery L-M

Brush and Brush-Drum Oil Recovery H

Air Conveyor Oil Recovery M

Grated Plough Shaped Deflector Ice Processing M

Rope Mop Oil Recovery H

Auger Deflector Oil Recovery L-M

Ice Processing M

Archimedean Screw Vehicle Operating Platform H

Lifting plane with induced overflow Oil Recovery L-M

Two principally different approaches are suggested to solve the problem of recovery of oil in
ice. The first approach involves an initial separation of ice floes from oil to obtain a situation
with oil in brash ice, using different deflection methods depending on the scale of the ice
present. In addition, the approach requires a method to recover oil in brash ice. The second
approach is predicated on the development of a non-ice deflecting system which, similar to
the first approach, features a recovery device capable of recovering oil in brash ice and oil in
between floes when positioned directly in the spill. Further, the system must include a
working platform that is able to position the recovery device anywhere in the oil spill.

It is recommended that the development of an oil-in-ice recovery system should focus on the
following aspects:
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Development of a recovery device for operation in brash ice

A device capable of recovering oil in brash ice must be developed independently of which of
the two approaches that is selected. Several concepts were discussed for this purpose of
which it was concluded that Concept 4 - Brush-drum, and Concept 7 - Rope mop, have the
highest potential of success in this kind of operation. The combination of brush and drum as
proposed here has not been evaluated before. It is suggested to focus on this concept in the
development of a recovery method for oil-in-brash-ice applications. Mop type recovery
devices have been confirmed in several past studies to have a good recovery potential. It is
believed that mops may be a key component in a recovery system in ice and that several
improvements to the scraper mechanism, method of deployment and mop material can
enhance this concepts performance greatly.

Recovery of oil in brash ice will inevitably also lead to the recovery of small ice forms. The
development of a recovery system for operation in ice will have to address this issue and
investigate methods to separate ice from oil after recovery.

Ice deflection

Several methods of separating oil and ice have been discussed. These methods include
lifting or submerging the ice using grated belts, or the lateral deflection of ice by augers or
grated plough-shaped deflectors. The capacities of the vertical deflection methods are
limited by the weight and dimensions of the ice forms, while the latter can deflect larger ice
floes. All of these techniques are believed to have the potential to separate oil from ice. It is
recommended to evaluate and compare the proposed deflection methods through physical
testing in laboratory. Such tests should focus on methods to deflect ice while minimizing the
deflection of oil away from the recovery device. Approach No. 2 (non ice-deflecting
methods) will not have to incorporate this concern.

Operating platforms

The operation platform is a crucial element in an oil-in-ice recovery system since a main
problem is the access to the oil. The Technical Committee believes that the performance of
several of the recovery methods now available can be improved greatly by an operation
platform capable of positioning the recovery unit anywhere in the polluted area. It is
recommended that the platforms available for use in an ice-infested environment be eva-
luated. Archimedean Screw Vehicles in particular are potentially useful in an oil-in-ice
response operation since the vehicle can operate on ice as well as in water and brash ice, and
can move to the spill site with a minimum of disturbance of the ice field. In this way the
natural containment of the ice can be maintained and utilized.
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An extensive literature search was carried out at an early stage of the study to ensure that all
relevant information related to oil-in-ice recovery was available to the study team before the
commencement of the technical work. References were collected and grouped into the
following categories:

Mechanical recovery in ice The references in this category describe experience with
recovery of oil in ice gained in the past, through laboratory
work or through real or experimental spills of oil in ice. The
category also comprises theoretical assessments of oil-in-ice
recovery equipment.

Platform Theoretical assessments and field/laboratory experiences with
various kinds of platforms for deployment of recovery
equipment and for operation in ice-infested waters.

Historical oil spills Reports from historical oil spills in ice, with emphasis on
descriptions of recovery attempts. These references will help
to identify the problems involved in oil recovery in ice and to
define realistic oil spill scenarios

Area specific info Information was collected on ice conditions and environ-
mental conditions in various areas of interest to the study
team. Also some information was collected on locations for
oil drilling, ship routes and other activities that present a risk
of oil spills into the environment.

Oil behaviour in ice Information on drift, spread and weathering of various types
of oil when spilled in ice-infested waters.

Spill scenarios This category contains references describing possible spill situations
in ice-infested waters

Other A number of references have been collected that are more
general and briefly deal with several of the categories above.
Some references in this category are related to contingency
plans for arctic areas.

Many of the reports and articles collected cover more than one of the categories above.
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The references have been given priority according to their level of relevance to the MORICE
Technical Committee as follows:

N/A - Not applicable. Contains no information of relevance to this study.
L - Little relevance. Information is only interesting as background information.
M - Medium relevance. Contains some information of direct relevance to the

study.
H - High relevance. Has direct relevance to the MORICE technical work.

The references that were considered to be of high relevance were studied in detail by all
members of the MORICE Technical Committee.

The complete set of references with topics identified is listed in Table A.7 at the end of this
appendix. Each reference is identified by a MORICE Reference Number. In addition to this
comprehensive table this Appendix contains the following tables:

Table A.1 - References with high relevance to the MORICE study
Table A.2 - References sorted by title
Table A.3 - References sorted by first author
Table A.4 - References on mechanical oil recovery in ice
Table A.5 - References on oil behaviour in ice
Table A.6 - References on spill scenarios

The tables listed above do not contain any information on topics treated by the various
references. For more detailed information on a specific reference number, refer to Table A.7.
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Table A.1 References with a high relevance for MORICE
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Table A.2 References sorted by title
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Table A.3 References sorted by first author
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Table A.4 References on mechanical oil recovery in ice
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Table A.5 References on oil behaviour in ice
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Table A.6 References on oil scenarios
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Table A.7 MORICE literature search summary table
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This chapter gives a brief description of a number of oil spill incidents in ice. Information on
ice conditions and countermeasures is given whenever available. Table 1, at the end of the
appendix, summarizes the oil spill incidents. Reference numbers given in brackets refer to
the MORICE summary table A1.7

1 Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia, February 1970

16.000 tons of Venezuelan Bunker C fuel oil was spilled when the Liberian Registered
tanker �Arrow� grounded in Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia on February 4, 1970. At the time
of the spill ice was still forming and oil was trapped as particles in the ice structure. Main
countermeasure was burning. No reports on mechanical recovery methods available.

2 Tr����lhavet Bay, Sweden, March 1970

In March 1970 the collision of the two vessels �Othello� and �Katelysia� resulted in the
release of 60 -100.000 tons of Bunker C into closely packed ice . Low temperatures ex-
cluded the use of mechanical combat methods. Most of the oil was burned. Some heavily
contaminated ice was recovered with a grab bucket dredge and contained in barges until the
ice thawed and the oil was separated out.

3 Deception Bay, Quebec, June 1970

367,000 gal Arctic diesel fuel and 57,000 gal gasoline were spilled over permafrost and sea
ice at Deception Bay from a shore-based storage facility after the tank farm was destroyed
by a slush avalanche. At the time of the spill the entire bay was covered by a continuous ice
sheet approximately 1.3 m thick with a tidal crack system separating the sea ice cover from
the shore-fast ice. Oil was successfully recovered by pumping, but the method was
abandoned due to storage limitations and difficulties in transporting of recovered oil over
the ice and rough terrain. About 5 000 gal of oil was recovered by this method. The main
portion of the oil was removed by burning.

4 Lake Champlain, 1971

167 000 L Fuel Oil No. 6 were spilled on shore-fast ice after overflowing of a holding tank.
The heated oil melted it’s way through 5 ft of ice and flowed under the ice. The oil viscosity
increased to a tar-like substance. The most effective means of removal was the use of steam
pipes to heat the oil, a plywood barrier to contain the pooled oil, and high-powered vacuum
trucks to remove the oil (34).
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5 Utne River, Sweden, January 1972

In January 1972, 600 tons of diesel fuel was accidentally discharged into the icy Utne River
in Sweden. The oil spread downriver into a small lake. About 400 tons of oil was burned
over a period of a month from a mixture of oil, ice and snow (Jerbo, 1973)

6 Murmansk harbour, 1974

80 tons of bunker oil gradually surfaced from a fishing vessel which sank in the harbour of
Murmansk in 1974. The harbour was filled with brash ice and the air temperature was below
-15�C. An oil refuse pick up vessel (as described under spill no 9 ) was used. The entire
amount of oil is reported to have been recovered (9)

7 Parry Sound, March 1974

A spill of 3,500 gal fuel oil was trapped underneath ice near a small sand bar. Oil removal
was effected by drilling and pumping techniques, resulting in the collection of 1,600 gal. oil.
Deslauriers, P.C., Morson, B.J., and E.J.C. Sobey, "Field Manual for Cold-Climate Spills",
prepared for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA-3-05-009-8, date unavail., p 11-
20.

8 St. Lawrence River, St. Romuald, December 1976

A spill of heavy bunker from the ship “Ungava Transport” was recovered using pitch forks.
495 of the 500 bbls spilled were recovered by this method in 10 days. High performance air
conveyor units were also used with some success and a hydraulic centrifugal pump was used
to skim a mass of oil retained between the ship and the dock. Other recovery equipment
experienced problems with icing. Steam injection was used to heat the units and was useful
as long as the chill factor was less than 1750 watt/m2. Heat was also applied using hot air to
a Morris MI-30, but below the above noted chill factor the heat melted the discs (45).
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9 Odessa harbour, Russia, January 1976

A cracked fuel hose caused the spill of 6 tons of boiler fuel into Odessa Harbour in January
1976. The harbour water was covered with brash ice with dimensions up to approximately
20 cm. The spill is reported to have been recovered by an �oil refuse pick-up vessel�. Booms
were used to contain the ice and oil. The vessel uses a suction principle and recovers oil, ice
and water. Water is settled out and oil and ice is transferred to a removable container where
heat was added to melt ice. The area was reported to have been cleaned up totally after 12
hour of operation (9).

Design and equipment requirements were identified for an oil pickup vessel operating in ice
conditions:

•  The vessel hull and engines must be designed for prolonged work periods in ice.
•  Vessel interior must be insulated and heated.
•  Sufficient storage space should be planned onboard for recovered oil.
•  The vessel should have the capability to burn recovered oil and utilize the heat

generated.

Recommended technical features included:

•  Oil intake vacuum pump, hydraulic sweep shields and chain conveyor.
•  Washing of oil from ice.
•  Thawing of ice containing oil.
•  Use of water jets to treat brash ice mixed with oil.
•  Pump to transfer recovered oil and refuse.

10 Parry Sound, December 1976

On December 23, 1976 the tanker �Imperial St Clair� grounded in the approaches to Parry
Sound. At the time of the grounding new ice was being formed continuously. About 57.000
gal of diesel fuel and gasoline was lost during the impact and later during the oil transfer
operation. No mechanical methods were considered capable of recovering the oil. Burning
was used successfully (104).

11 Melville Bay, Greenland, August 1977

The USNS Potomac spilled approximately 405 000 L Bunker C after a tank was holed by an
iceberg. No countermeasure systems were identified.
Grose, P.L. et. al., "USNS Potomac Oil Spill", joint NOAA and USCG report, Aug. 1979.
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12 Hudson River, February 1977

On February 4 1977 the barge “Ethel H” with 2.7 million gal of No 6 fuel oil ran aground on
Con Hook Rock, two miles north of the Bear Mountain Bridge in Hudson River. The barge
was leaking 420.000 gallons of oil into the river over a 3 day period. At the time of the spill,
ice covered 80 % of the river surface. Typical ice thickness was 15-25 cm and there were
both shore-fast ice and ice floes. Average flow diameter was 7 m but individual floes could
be up to 90 m across. The oil became intermixed with ice floes and drifted down the river.
Oil was observed between and on top of floes but very little was found under the floes
(Deslaurier, 1979)(75).

A Myers-Sherwood Vactor air conveyor was effectively used to recover oil and ice pieces
weighing up to 2 kg. The device uses a hose, 20-30 cm in diameter and 61 m long. The large
air flow rate (11 800 m3/min) and large hose diameter prevent small pieces of ice from
clogging the hose. Advantages include operation of the air conveyor either from shore or a
work barge. Disadvantages mainly relate to the poor maneuverabilities of the large hose and
inability of the barge-mounted unit to reach oil pools in shorefast ice.

The Lockheed Clean Sweep was also used with little success. The device did not recover
much oil because little was available following deployment. The skimmer was used for three
days in broken ice and suffered only minor damage. Larger ice pieces wedged in front of the
pontoons and had to be pushed away manually. Ice pieces two feet square were processed by
the Lockheed, but had to be pushed into the drum manually.

13 Odessa harbour, January 1977

Two oil spills occurred in the harbour of Odessa in January 1977 (9). 650 kg of boiler fuel
oil was spilled due to excess loading of a tank. A 2 ton diesel spill occurred due to a cracked
hose. Both spills have been reported to have been completely recovered using an �oil refuse
pick-up vessel�(see spill no 9).
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14 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, 1977

318.000 L Fuel Oil No. 2 were spilled in fractured and deformed ice after the barge
Bouchard No.65 grounded in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts on January 28, 1977. At the time
of the spill 90 % of the Bay was ice covered. Vacuum trucks were successfully used to
recover oil concentrating in pools formed by rafted ice. Approximately 49 000 L oil was
recovered via this method. Problems centered around clogging of the hoses with ice chunks
recovered from oil pools or from water that froze in the lines. The freezing problem was
exacerbated by introducing air into the hose. A vacuum truck mounted on a barge was also
used to recover oil when the ice began to deteriorate. Skimmers used include the Lockheed
Clean Sweep, Marco I and Marco Class V. Bulk removal of ice was also performed. Totally
89.000 L of oil was recovered. Contaminated ice removal was not successful and in hindcast
this method is assumed to have made as much damage as that of leaving the oil to degrade
in the spill environment (103). Burning of pooled oil was used to some extent and showed
some promise (50).

15 West Coast of Sweden, November 1978

Shoreline cleanup primarily was involved. No countermeasures for cleanup of oil in ice
were identified (35).

Maare, M., "Oil Spill 1978 West Coast of Sweden", 1978.

16 Cape Breton Coast, 1979

7000 tons of Bunker C was lost after the vessel "Kurdistan" was damaged in heavy ice in the
approaches to Cabot Strait. The vessel returned to open water where it split in two. Twelve
days after the spill oil started coming ashore and contaminated over 700 miles of shoreline
requiring cleanup efforts lasting over 6 months (168). The oil had a pour point between 15
and 20�C and congealed rapidly in the cold water (105). The recovery operation was greatly
complicated by the presence of ice. The spill was entrained in the pack ice, dived under the
ice, was mixed as particles into brash ice etc. No technology was effective for the offshore
and coastal cleanup of the Bunker C. Oil was removed after it came ashore (19).
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17 Warwick Lake, Ontario, January 1983

Approximately 59.000 L diesel fuel spilled to the ground and drained into the water and ice
surface of Warwick Lake due to overflowing of a storage tank. The site was accessible by
aircraft only and temperatures during cleanup ranged from -35oC to -50oC. Cleanup, which
mainly was done manually by scraping contaminated snow off the ice surface, began in late
January and continued to late March. Contaminated snow was collected and burned on site.
Collection trenches were cut into the ice and fuel was recovered and burned. Oil was also
pumped from under the ice. Totally 46 000 L of oil was recovered. Prior to break-up, a
containment boom was sunk into the ice. Pockets of pooled oil were burned off as break-up
occurred (16).

18 Cook Inlet, Alaska, January 1984

On January 21, 1984, the vessel �M/V Cepheus� grounded on the shallow point on the
western side of Knit Arm in Cook Inlet, Alaska. 200.000 gallons of JP-5 (Jet A) aircraft fuel
were lost during grounding and movement of the ship to the dock. At the time of the
grounding, the area was 60 - 80 % covered with broken ice with typical floe diameter 6-9 m
together with pancake ice, brash and grease ice (Payne et al 1984). The oil was intermixed
with ice and moved with the outgoing tidal current at 1-2 knot. The oil, which has a low
density and low viscosity, evaporated quickly. No information on countermeasures is
available.

19 Gulf of St. Lawrence, Matana, Quebec, December 1985

A spill of No. 6 fuel oil occurred in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, near Matana, Quebec, in
December 1985. The ice cover included a mixture of frazil ice, grease and pancake ice
extending 25 metres offshore (75). The spill occurred 100 m offshore and was blown into
the ice by wind and current of the river. Oil was after a while incorporated into the grease
ice (Wilson and Mckay, 1987). No reports on countermeasures have been found

20 Gulf of Finland, February 1987

On February 6, 1987 the tanker Antonio Gramsci grounded near Porvoo lighthouse on the
south coast of Sweden. One tank was damaged and 580 tons of crude oil was spilled into the
ice infested water. Booming was not possible due to high ice concentration and ice motion.
No effective recovery techniques were identified. Efforts were made to recover oil and ice
using a shovel to lift the material into separator tanks where ice was melted and oil was
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pumped off. Due to very low performance the oil recovery operation was abandoned on
February 27. Totally 110 tons of crude oil was collected (111, 145).

21 Exxon Valdez, Prins William Sound, March 1989

40.000 tons of crude oil was released after the grounding of the tanker Exxon Valdez in
Prins Williams Sound, Alaska.. 

22 Mississippi River, St. Louis, Missouri, January 1994

On January 18, 1994 unleaded gasoline started discharging into the Mississippi river from a
leaking tank at an oil distribution/storage facility in St Louis, Missouri. Totally 364.000
gallons were lost of which 140.000 gallons discharged into the river. Totally 107.000
gallons were recovered. The recovery operation was complicated by flowing river ice and
extremely low temperature. Elastol, fire fighting foam, barges, booms , weir skimmers,
drum skimmers and vacuum trucks were used for recovery in water and on land. Drum
skimmers proved to be the best overall even though jamming by ice occurred (180).

23 Komi region, Russia, 1994

Several large oil spill on the Komineft pipeline in the Komi region of the Russian Federation
was made known in 1994. The pipeline transports crude oil from the Kharayaga and Vozey
fields south to a processing center in Usinsk on the Pechora River. The pipeline joins other
pipelines going southward to central Russia. The spill that received the greatest media
attention occurred in October when a berm broke at Palny-Shor which had been retaining a
large quantity of oil from several pipeline leaks. A UN team estimated the spilled quantity to
be around 95.000 tons, fibv times higher than the official estimate. Another team estimated
that in addition 17.000 tons of oil had escaped into the Kolva River when a dam failed in
October 1994 (74).
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Table B.1 Oil spill incidents in ice.

Location Time Description Oil type Oil Quantity Ice conditions Response

Chedabucto Bay,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

Feb. 4,
1970

Grounding of tanker
�Arrow�

Venezuelan
Bunker C

16.000 tons Spill during ice
formation, slush

Burning

Tr�lhavet Bay,
Sweden

March,
1970

Collision of �Othello� and
�Katelysia�

Bunker C 60-100.000 tons Pack ice Burning, oil and ice
recovered with grab
bucket

Deception Bay,
Quebec, Canada

June 6-8,
1970

Tank farm damaged by
slush avalanche

Diesel,
gasoline

367.000 gal
(Diesel),57.000
gal (gasoline)

Complete ice cover, tidal
cracks

Burning, pumping

Lake Champlain,
Plattsburg, New
York

March
23, 1971

Overflowing of holding
tank

No 6 Fuel
Oil

167.000 L Shore fast ice, oil melted
hole in ice

Vacuum truck,
plywood booms,
steam heating of oil

Utne River,
Sweden

Jan. 1972 Accidental discharge into
river, oil accumulating in
lake

Diesel 600 tons River ice ,snow Burning of
oil/ice/snow mixture

Murmansk
Harbour

1974 Oil surfacing from sunken
ship

Bunker 80 tons Brash Suction

Parry Sound,
Canada

March,
1974

Fuel oil 3.500 gal Complete ice cover Pumping from under
ice

St. Lawrence
River, St
Romuald

Dec.
1976

Oil spilled by the ship
�Ungava Transport� at
refinery

Heavy
Bunker

500 bbls Pitch forks, air
conveyor, steam
injection

Oddessa Harbour,
Russia

Jan. 1976 Cracked fuel hose Boiler fuel
oil

6 tons Brash, slush Suction

Parry Sound,
Canada

Dec. 23,
1976

Grounding of tanker
�Imperial St. Clair�

Diesel,
Gasoline

57.000 gal New ice Burning

Melville Bay,
Greenland

Aug.
1977

Tank in USNS Potomac
holed by iceberg

Bunker C 405.000 L No countermeasures

Hudson River Feb. 4,
1977

Grounding of the barge
�Ethel H�

No 6 Fuel
Oil

420.000 gal River ice, 80 % ice
cover, drifting floes
(typical diameter 7 m),
shore-fast ice

Air conveyor,
Lockheed

Odessa harbour,
Russia

Jan. 1977 Excess loading of tank Boiler fuel
oil

0.65 tons Brash slush Suction

Odessa harbour 1977 Cracked hose Diesel 2 tons Brash Suction

Buzzards Bay,
Massachusetts

Jan. 28,
1977

Grounding of barge
�Bouchard No. 65"

No. 2 Fuel
oil (home
heating)

318.000 L 90 % ice concentration,
fractured and deformed
ice, pressure ridges,
leads, tidal cracks

Shore based vacuum
skimming, Lockheed,
Marco belt, burning

West coast of
Sweden

Nov.
1978

Shoreline cleanup

Cabot Strait,
Canada

March
15, 1979

Breaking of tanker
�Kurdistan�

Bunker C 7.000 tons Pack ice, brash,
pancakes

Manual shoreline
cleanup

Warwick Lake,
Ontario

Jan. 1983 Overflowing of tank Diesel 59.000 L Complete ice cover Manual scraping of
ice, boom under ice,
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Location Time Description Oil type Oil Quantity Ice conditions Response

trenches, pumping,
burning

Cook Inlet,
Alaska

Jan. 21,
1984

Grounding of �M/V
Cepheus�

JP-5 aircraft
fuel

200.000 gal 60-80 % broken ice,
pancakes, brash, grease,
1-2 knot current

No countermeasures
reported

Gulf of St.
Lawrence,
Matane, Quebec

Dec.
1985

No. 6 Fuel
Oil

Mixture of pancake ice,
grease and frazil ice
extending 25 m offshore

No reports on
countermeasures
available

Gulf of Finland Feb. 6,
1987

Grounding of tanker
�Antonio Gramsci�

Crude oil 570 tons Broken and drifting ice Shovel

Prince William
Sound, Alaska

March 24
1989

Grounding of tanker
Exxon Valdez

Crude 40.000 tons

Mississippi River,
St Louis,
Missouri

Jan 18
1994

Leaking tank Unleaded
gasoline

364.000 gal Flowing river ice Drum, weir, vacuum,
Elastol, booms

Komi region,
Russia

1994 Pipeline leak, oil retaining
damn rupture

Crude oil Apr. 95.000
tons

Snow, permafrost, river
ice
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This appendix briefly describes a number of ideas conceived during the MORICE technical
discussions. These include suggestions to recovery concepts or components in a recovery
system but were not given in-depth discussions in the Technical Committee meetings. The
ideas are presented here for their potential role in an oil-in-ice recovery system.

Booms as ice deflectors

The use of booms as a means of ice deflection was discussed on several occasions during the
technical meetings. Most participants believed that the mechanical stress would disallow any
use of booms. However, the counterargument was set forward that the use of booms may be
feasible for deflection purposes since the accumulation of ice in such cases can be limited. A
set of booms could potentially be used to control the ice concentration locally in front of a
recovery device to achieve the ice conditions best suited for the actual recovery method.

Porous rotating paddle wheel

A four-bladed paddle wheel is rotated in front of a vessel. Each paddle is porous and lifts ice
out of the water, allegedly allowing oil to enter a central core housing a screw conveyor
which transfers the collected oil to onboard storage. The ice is returned to the water behind
the paddle wheel as it rotates. A somewhat similar concept has been studied in the
laboratory (S.L.Ross Environmental Research, MORICE Ref. 23)and was reported to show
some promise.

Belt with ice sorting

Ice of all sizes (up to a maximum dimension determined by the width of the belt) is
transported up an inclined belt to a horizontal belt section. Here the ice content is gradually
decreased by removing the larger ice pieces until only oil mixed with small ice pieces is left.
This idea stemmed from a previous discussion of sorting equipment used in the gravel
industry that utilizes grinders, sorters, crushers, etc.

Vertically-oriented oblique angled belts

Two near vertically oriented rotating belts form a configuration similar to a ship’s bow to
deflect ice pieces which, due to the forward movement of the vessel and the rotation of the
belts, are deflected to the sides and allow oil to enter the belts. The concept developed from
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the idea of vertically oriented belts and unangled sideways oriented belts. The residence time
of the ice at the belt is controlled by the bow angle and the belt angle (with the vertical).
Open-grated belts can also be used to allow oil to pass to the area behind the belt where
collection can take place while ice is transported to the sides. This is a variation of the
plough-shaped deflector presented in Chapter 4.

Toothed discs

Toothed discs can be used for deflection of ice in the water. Mounted on an arm in front of
the recovery device, a manually-operated toothed disc can be used to reposition floes that
will interfere with the recovery operation. Several toothed discs may be used together to
rotate floes to make oil behind the floes accessible for the recovery operation.

Flexible bags/bladders

Storage of recovered oil, ice and water is one of the challenges associated with oil-in-ice
recovery. Shortage of storage containers could very easily occur. In addition to more perma-
nent or durable storage tanks, low cost, lightweight, strong and flexible polyester canvas
bags could prove to be useful. Such big bags have become common for storage of products
in farming and fish farming. Bags of this type have also been used onboard the Lori Ice
Cleaner. Bags that are not intended to be lifted from the water to be emptied can probably be
sized to carry up to 5 or 10 tons of recovered product.

Personnel crane

Some of the skimmers which have proved to be useful for oil-in-ice recovery function by
working from a position over the ice. This means that oil is recovered where it is located,
without moving or deflecting the ice to access the oil. This requires a more or less
continuous relocation of the skimmer during operation, and could be facilitated by a long
crane from a bigger vessel. Telescopic trailer-based cranes are commonly used as working
platforms to increase the working range. Such cranes often have an impressive capacity
regarding working area in spite of their lightweight construction. With similar equipment,
oil recovery units like air conveyor skimmers and rope mop skimmers coluld greatly im-
prove their functionality.
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Helical spiral
A variation of the auger was proposed as an oil colector/ice deflector. Described as a simple,
flat spiral coil, it is rotated so that oil adheres to the device as the coil moves through a
mixture of oil in ice. The coil could be fabricated of any appropriate material and sized
(length, width, spiral width and thickness) to suit the condition of concern. The open design
is supposed to allow ice pieces to pass through it. A complicated moving scraper was
discussed; this could also have possible application to auger oil removal systems.


